
5
Completing ② of the return form

Local consumption tax calculation
Refer to the example and
calculate your local
consumption tax.

Enter ¥　　　　　(Schedule 4-3,⑨) in ⑪ of
Schedule 4-3.

× ＝22
78

(Enter the value in ⑬ of Schedule 4-3)

231,200￥ 65,210￥

231,200

The amount of tax payable is obtained as 
follows.

Example: Kouno Store

Example: Kouno Store

Calculate by the following formula and enter the result in ⑫ or ⑬ of Schedule 4-3. Note that amount with fraction 
rounded down to the nearest 100 yen is entered in ⑬Amount of tax payable.

step.16 Enter the amount of consumption tax representing the local consumption tax base

step.17 Calculate either the amount of tax payable or the amount of tax refundable

If there is a value appearing in ⑨ of Schedule 4-3, enter the 
"⑨Balance" in ⑪ of Schedule 4-3.
If there is a value appearing in ⑧ of Schedule 4-3, enter the 
"⑧Amount of the refundable for insufficient deduction" in ⑩ of 
Schedule 4-3.

"⑩Amount of tax refundable for
insufficient deduction" or "⑪Balance"

"⑫Amount of tax refundable"
or "⑬Amount of tax payable"*× 22

78 ＝

65,210 65,200￥￥ →
(rounded down to the nearest ￥100)

*rounded down to the nearest ¥100

Example of Schedule 4-3: Kouno Store  

Kouno Store's Schedule 4-3 is as follows.
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